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Design Fundamentals: Composition
Elements in your poster could include:

• Text
• Title of exhibition
• Subsidiary information about exhibition times and location
• Short description of exhibition

• Symbolic image or representative image from exhibition
• Pattern or icon images as a border

Composition is how the designer organizes the elements of an image or poster on the page. A successful poster 
composition conveys your message to your viewer, keeps their attention circulating around the poster, and then 
focuses their attention on the key area (“focal area”) of the poster. Here are some design methods to organize a 
composition:

Harmony/Coherence - all elements in a composition are working together to form a coherent whole. This 
can also be described as the proportion of elements or unity of elements.

Hierarchy - organizing elements in your poster based on their importance to the message or viewer. A suc-
cessful hierarchy shows the viewer what the focal point of the poster is and thus the artist’s message. All of 
the design principles assist, but consider these three in particular:

Proportion/scale - relationship of elements to each other  in size or number (one element 
might be larger, or singular, or an element type might be more numerous)

Contrast - highlighting the difference between two elements in your poster (through color, 
texture, value,  etc.)

Emphasis - focusing the viewer’s attention on a special part of the image. For instance:  a 
light area in a dark space (or vice versa), an element in a bold color in a group of identical 
elements in a muted color, a large element next to small ones, repeated images

Balance - a sense of equality in the weight of all of the elements in the poster, even if the 
actual elements themselves are different sizes, colors, etc. For instance, one large element is 
balanced by many small elements. A busy area could be balanced with a lone element sur-
rounded by lots of space.

Rhythm/movement - recurring or directional elements that help direct the viewer’s eye 
around the poster and lead to the focal area (which may be a word or image)

Pattern - a regular, repeating arrangement of elements or symbols (the individual elements 
may or may not be identical, but their overall effect is consistent)
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Design Fundamentals: Color and Type
Color

This is the color wheel:

Besides complementary colors (see right), other color 
schemes include:

Monochromatic - lighter and darker versions of one 
color (here, green)

Analogous - colors next to each other on the wheel
 Warm Colors

 Cool Colors

Split Complementary - a color and the two colors next 
to its complement

Triad - three equally-spaced colors (ex: the primaries or,  
here, the secondaries)

Notes on Typography
• The two broad categories of typefaces are serif (with little marks on the ends of the letters) and sans serif (clean lines)
•  When designing a poster, consider one or two typefaces (no more than three pretty much ever). With one typeface,     

you can consider using different weights (thin, regular, bold) along with italic (slanted) forms.
• If you select two typefaces, consider using a serif and a sans serif
• Tech uses Helvetica for Sans Serif and Palatino for Serif for their official materials
• Maintain your chosen typefaces consistently throughout your poster

• Traditionally, serifs were said to make blocks of printed text easier to read. With online reading, however, designers 
frequently choose sans serif for blocks of text.

• Technically, a typeface is a general name for a particular style of lettering (for instance, Helvetica, in all sizes). A font 
would be a particular typeface, size, and weight (Helvetica, 12pt, italic).

• “Display” typefaces are frequently used only for tiles or headings. (Sometimes they are the more “wacky” typefaces)
• Match the design quality or emotion of the typeface (line, weight, playfulness, seriousness) to the emotional quality of 

your poster’s message
• Keep your typefaces how they are (as in, do not “stretch” the letters or squish them down) -- consider changing the 

point size of the type or ask for assistance with kerning. 
• Make sure your type is readable across the poster, particularly over images where the background colors might change

The primary colors are: red, yellow, blue
The secondary colors are: orange, green, purple
  Orange = red + yellow
  Green = blue + yellow
  Purple = red + blue
Neutral colors (shades and tints) include white, black, 
brown, gray, or cream

Complementary colors are directly across from each 
other on the color wheel and are composed of one 
primary and one secondary color. (Together, each pair 
includes all of the primaries.)
  Red & Green (blue + yellow)
  Yellow & Purple (red + blue)
  Blue & Orange (red + yellow)

Complementary colors vibrate next to each other, and 
when combined equally create a neural color, or muted 
versions of each other when combined unequally.

Consider limiting your non-photographic poster 
elements to 2-3 colors, including one neutral or muted 
color.

Consider color scheme programs like Adobe Color to 
see potential combinations (https://color.adobe.com/
create/color-wheel/). You can also upload an image to 
see the component colors.


